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A SEA CHANGE
AquaCote Foul release
coatings offer a number of
benefits over traditional
antifoul solutions including:
improved fuel efficiency,
reduced Co2 emissions, no
leaching of chemicals and an
eco-friendly way to protect
your boat.

Easy to Apply

Great Results

With legislation imposing tighter controls to protect marine
life, more and more boat owners and marinas are turning to
foul release coatings to protect their boats.

AquaCote's mission is to deliver a
market leading foul release system that
doesn't harm marine life. Our pursuit
for 'the best' has taken us around the
globe, to every ocean and all marine
conditions. It's also kept us chained to
our lab desk, developing and improving

Old antifoul solutions contain harmful biocides and toxins
that kill marine life by leaching chemicals into the water
over time.
Foul release coatings offer an alternative to antifoul
solutions. They are cost-effective, improve performance,
while making maintenance more manageable as foul can
be literally wiped away.

our range of foul release coatings to
ensure customers benefit from the
most effective boat coatings available.

AquaCote is easy to apply and it’s
long-lasting, giving you more time to
enjoy your boat on the water, where it
belongs.

AquaCote can reduce your maintenance costs
over-time and makes for much easier cleaning.

MORE KNOTS, LESS DRAG
AquaCote Hull will last for at
least three years, providing a
cost-effective way to protect
your boat, while improving
performance.
For a yacht or launch to run at it’s very
best, the hull and running gear need to
be clean and clear of foul.
While antifoul and foul release coatings
will both help to achieve this, foul

Antifoul release coatings use silicone and Fluropolymer

release offers an additional incentive -

technologies to create a slick hydrophobic surface that

A super smooth layer that reduces drag

marine life finds it difficult to attach to. This means any

in the water.

residue can literally be wiped off.

Aquacote has been tested around the

The most significant benefit of a foul release is its ability to

world and consistently demonstrates

offer protection from fouling for at least three years –

how the super-smooth coating results in something that traditional antifoul cannot do.
less drag, improving hull and engine
performance throughout the season,
when compared to traditional antifoul
solutions.
You save fuel while gaining speed.

AquaCote is suitable for sailing yachts, motorboats
and motorcruisers irrespective of hull material.

ENVIROMENTALLY FRIENDLY
AquaCote offers efficient
protection while looking
after marine wildlife.

Traditional antifoul manufacturers
are being pressured to produce
coatings that are environmentally
friendly. After all, our wildlife and
marine systems are very important
to us all.
AquaCote provides lasting
protection against fouling and
unlike even the friendliest of
antifoul solutions, does not leach
chemicals, making it one of the
most ecologically sound foul
solutions on the market today.
Aquacote is as kind to marine life
as it is to your boat. Foul release
coatings are cleaner, safer and
offer a better solution to micro and
macro fouling control.

TESTIMONIALS

BOAT COATED: WINDY 37'
“ln the warm waters of the Med,
AquaCote seemed to do a better
job of keeping my boat’s hull
crud-free than my usual antifouling
paint.
l had my boat performance tested a
week after the treatment and at
2,000rpm we were doing 11 knots,
at 3,000 rpm 27.6 knots, and at
3,650 rpm 35 knots (top speed).
We used the boat regularly until
mid-July, when we left her berthed
for 11 weeks. ln mid-October we
repeated the trial and at 2,000rpm
got the same 11 knots, with only
slight drop off at 3,000rpm to 25
knots."

BOAT COATED: MOODY ECLIPSE 33
"Just a quick update on the Aquacote foul release system that l applied in the spring on our Moody
Eclipse 33. We have completed some 600 nautical miles in the boat this summer, the coating seems to
be performing as predicted. l am experiencing some buildup of fouling as one would expect but found
that simply by brushing the hull it is coming off. Even the barnacles are coming off easily when you rub
your fingers over them they just fall off. Would not try that with conventional antifoul as you would end
up with lacerated fingers. Also found after being in a rough sea that some of the accumulated fouling
was falling off."
BOAT COATED: PRINCESS V52
“After only six months of use, l'm really impressed with the hull cote and the way it cleans up and the
way the barnacles fall off with a scrape of the fingers. Nice and clean to use and lovely pristine finish
ready to go back in the water.”
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AQUACOTE PROP
AquaCote Prop will deliver consistent
results, whilst also reducing fuel
consumption.
Available in:1 Ltr total volume Kits

Colour: Turquoise

AQUACOTE HULL
If the boat owner keeps this coating clean,
the vessel will remain streamlined for
longer, keeping your speed up all season.
Available in: 1 Litre & 2.5 Litre Kits

Colours: Black, Sky Blue, Bright Red,
Oxide Red, White, Aluminium

AQUACOTE RIB
AquaCote Rib keeps you streamlined
throughout the season, saving you fuel
while increasing your knots.
Available in: Standard Kit Size

Colours: Transparent

